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Brain Development, Part 2: We’ve Only Just Begun
By: John Medina | Posted: May 18, 2012

This is the second installment of a twopart series briefly summarizing salient
characteristics of in utero (literally “in the womb”) human brain development.
Here, we will concern ourselves with the nature side of the nature/nurture
issue of human behavior.
As you recall, we likened brain development to a threeact play dominated by
two neurological characters: neurons and glial cells. The first installment
described some of the functions of these two characters. We are now ready to
get into the play.
Neurogenesis is the title of Act One. Neurogenesis means “nerve making,”
and it’s a good term, for the first act involves creating jobspecific neural cells
from generalized pieces of embryonic tissue. Neurogenic processes run at
whitehot speed. Once things get going, the little embryo’s prebrain will pump
out neurons at the astonishing rate of 500,000 cells a minute. That’s more
than 8,000 cells per second, a pace it will endure for weeks on end.
This cellular race begins in a region of the embryo called the ectoderm. The
ectoderm is one of three layers that the developing embryo possesses. (This
same region will also give rise to Junior’s skin.) The embryo, in aggregate, has
now begun to look something like a swollen cheeseburger — a food item
which, in its simplest form, also possesses three layers.
After neurons are made, they proceed to Act Two, entitled Migration — or
better, Uncontrolled Mass Wanderings. This stage reminds me of tracking
bloodhounds that have suddenly been loosed from the sheriff’s truck to pick
up the scent of a criminal. Neurons bolt out of their ectodermal cages,
crawling over each other, sniffing out molecular cues, pausing, trying out
different pathways, slithering helterskelter as they form the developing brain.
Eventually, some of these migrating cells stop, having arrived at a destination
that may be preprogrammed into their cellular heads, the equivalent of having
treed their quarry. We don’t really understand how neurons know to stop. We
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also don’t know what trails they use to find their way prior to halting. Faced
with 8,000 cells per second of barking neural fury, we won’t understand this for
a long time.
To hopelessly mix animal metaphors, many neurons act like migrating salmon
in these later stages: as soon as the cells reach their final destination, they
die. The attrition rate is uneven, but is as high as 90% in some regions. We
don’t understand very much about that, either.
Act Three is entitled Synaptogenesis. This is where the stillliving neurons
examine their new neighborhood, then try to hook up with other recently
arrived, still functioning neurons. Synaptogenesis comes from the
wordsynapse, which is the space between connecting neurons. (In the strange
world of brain biology, neurons that are “wired together” almost never touch
each other.) Synaptogenesis is how the brain gets wired up.
This final step is the real business of brain development. Synaptogenesis is a
prolonged process, and for easily understood reasons: It is ridiculously
complex. A single neuron has to make an average of 15,000 connections with
the locals before its wiring job is over. (Some neurons have to make more
than 100,000 connections.) Given the number of neurons in the final product,
the embryo’s brain has to lash itself together at an astonishing 1.8 million new
connections per second.
Even given that speed, baby brains never make the birth deadline. 83% of
synaptogenesis continues after birth, which means that Act Three has to
finish sometime outside the womb. When does this third act end? The timing
surprises virtually everybody who hears it for the first time: Your brain does
not finish installing its final wiring schematics until the midtwenties. Some
researchers think it takes even longer.
From womb to bachelor’s degree, the brain is literally the last organ to finish
developing in human beings.
Does any of this biology tell us something about human behavior? The
unfortunate answer is “No.” There is a vast gulf between our knowledge of
neural connections and the human ability to think. It is one of the reasons why
pursuing this line of inquiry is so very interesting. From my perspective, it is
just this “shadow” that makes investigating this stuff the best job on earth.
There’s much cartography to do mapping the linkages between nature and
nurture.
In many ways, we have only just begun.
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Lorie Overland says:

May 22, 2012 at 3:00 pm

What do you think of the new concept of training executive functions
and working memory? A program called, “Cogmed”, shows significant
research with sucessful improvements with working memory. The
program claims creating new neural pathways with people with
attention and focusing difficulties, and also more docking sites on the
post-synaptic nerve space for dopamin, a neuro transmitter with
cognitive function. Results show improvements in reading
comprehension, complex math problem skills, and manipulation of new
imformation appropriately with what one already knows to be able to
come to an appropriate conclusion. Testing is showing one to two
standard deviation points of improvement of executive function.
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